In the following section, we show that when S is a monoid with 0 and SM, SN G591t are retracts of each other, the endomorphism semigroups Ends(M) and Ends(N) are Morita equivalent. In §2, we use this result to show that when A and B are Morita equivalent monoids, then the McMorris quotient semigroups [7] Q(A) and Q(B) are Morita equivalent. This result was established in [5] for rings. Theorem. If SN is a retract of SM, then :
(1) \p and\¡/' are isomorphisms. Given a special left quotient filter 2, let % = U /e2; HomB(I, B) and let 9 he a congruence on ß given by ßg if there is some J E 2 on which / and g are both defined and agree. Then Q-¿(B) = ® /0 with the operation of functional composition /g: g~x(Dj) n Dg-> B forms a monoid. Moreover, Q^(B) is the 2-injective hull of B if 2? is strongly torsion free. For other definitions and concepts we refer the reader to [4] .
Let A and B be Morita equivalent monoids. We use the following notation to describe this situation. 
) F_= P ®B_ and G_ = Q ®A_. (5) A ~ EndB(P) ä EndB(Q) and B en EndA(Q) sa End^P). (6) SÔ -HomB(P, £) and "P ^ Honing, ,4).
We have over-determined our equivalence. For A and B to be Morita equivalent it is necessary and sufficient that A ss EndB(P) for some progenerator PB [5] . (Although [5] deals only with the additive case, since PB is a cyclic projective generator, simple modifications of the existing proofs suffice to justify that A est EndB(P) suffices for A and B to be Morita equivalent.) Since BQ is a progenerator and B is a monoid, B and Q are retracts of each other. Without loss of generality, since B is a monoid, Q is indecomposable [3] .
Let 2 be a special left quotient filter on B and §(B) be the class of all 2-torsion 5-systems. 2 uniquely determines and is determined by ^(B), where ?T (5) 
Proposition. F(E-L(M)) = ET(F(M)).
Since BQ is a finitely generated projective generator, BQ and BB are retracts of each other. Knauer [3] (and independently Banaschewski [1] ) has shown that (2 -Bb where b2 = b G B. Now if B is strongly torsion free, the isomorphism between Q and Bb shows that Q is strongly torsion free. Then by the definition of T and the fact that F and G are category equivalences, A is strongly torsion free. Now since BQ and BB are retracts of each other, EX(Q) and E^(B) are retracts of each other. Since F(Q) ^AA we have EndB(E¿Q)) es EndA(F(Ez(Q))) es EndA(Er(F(Q))) es EndA(Er(A)) but Qz(B) es EndB(Ex(B)) and Qr(A) es EndA(EA[A)) es EndB(Ex(Q)). Remark. I would like to thank the referee for his helpful comments and for advising me of reference [1] .
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